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Compulsive Grooming and Self-Inflicted 

Skin Disorder Questionnaire 

General Information 

Name of Pet Parent: 

Address: 

Email Address: Phone Number: 

Kitty Patient’s Name: 

Detailed Information of Condition 

Please describe the issue in detail: 

When did you first observe this behavior? (Kitty’s age and the time of year) 

Have any substantial changes recently occurred in your home prior to the behavior starting? 
(e.g. new pet, had a baby, moving, etc.)

Have you recently changed any of the kitty's belongings or recently relocated them?
(e.g. moved or replaced their bed, litter pan or kitty climber) 

Have any of their kitty/pet companions passed away?  Yes      No 

If so, when did they pass? Describe the nature of their relationship in detail. 

How long ago was your kitty last taken to the veterinarian? 

Did they receive a clean bill of health?     Yes      No 

If not, what were they diagnosed with? 
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Has your kitty ever been diagnosed with: Compulsive Over-grooming

 Alopecia    Psychogenic Alopecia  Hyperesthesia aka rippling skin 

List any medications/supplements you have been using to treat the issue and how your kitty 
responded to them:

How would you categorize the issue?  Mild   Moderate     Severe 

What part of your kitty's body is most affected by this behavior?

Does the behavior occur when you are: (Check all that apply)  Away from home 

 At home but out of the room  At home and in the same room  No change 

Have you tried anything to correct the behavior and if so, what were the results?

Can you think of anything that has exacerbated the problem? 

Have you used any of the following calming products: (Check all that apply) 

 Pheromone diffuser           Pheromone sprays  Calming collars

 Calming liquid or pill supplements           Other 

Are any of your other pets more aggressive toward your kitty with the issue?  Yes      No 

Do any other pets in your home also have skin issues? 

Do any other pets in your home have self-inflicted skin issues? 

 Yes  No 

Have any other family members in your home developed skin issues? 

If so, describe: 

Is your kitty allowed outdoors?    Yes      No If so, explain: 

 Yes  No 

 Yes  No 
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Comments 

Please list any other comments you may have: 
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